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President’s Message – Brad Mills 
 

Kingston Centre 
March 2022 

Brad Mills, Centre President – 
millham@sympatico.ca 

 
 
In spite of continuing pandemic restrictions, Kingston Centre 
members have enjoyed two activities since the start of the  

  2021-2022 season in September.  
  
September 19 was a beautiful warm sunny fall day, when a small group gathered at 
Lake Ontario Park in the west end of Kingston for social time and a trivia quiz.  It’s been 
decades since I’ve visited the park and I’d forgotten how beautiful it is.  One of the trivia 
questions was about its history, and it turns out it was originally the west end Kingston 
tramline terminus, where the cars turned east for their return trundle downtown.  We 
might want to think about redoing this picnic/trivia event in September, hopefully with 
a larger turnout. 
 
The annual Twelfth Night Party took place by Zoom the afternoon of Sunday January 9.  
This year’s entertainment included a variety of music offered up by Anke Carrington 
(oboe), Michael Capon (organ), Elizabeth Mitchell (organ) and Bev Koski (piano, 
accompanying Anke on oboe - a lovely 
improvisation on Leonard Cohen’s 
“Hallelujah”).  Juliet Milsome read “A Covid 
Christmas” and Fran Harkness and David 
Cameron put together two quizzes for our 
musicological edification (“Tangled Tunes and 
Mangled Melodies” and “Musician or Not?”). 
 
One good thing that has come out of the 
pandemic, is the computer, audio and video 
skills that we have all had to learn and develop.  It was so impressive watching and 
listening to the performances that day – some “live”, some pre-recorded.  Two videos 
were good examples of this - David Rankine’s solo performance of the sea chantey 
“Barrett’s Privateers” multi-tracked in to a quartet, and Michael Capon’s delightful 
creation “Percy’s Adventures” about a talking stuffed animal interacting with the family 
cat.  Thanks to all who contributed to the entertainment that day! 
 

Percy's Mother leaves him to his adventure 
in Michael Capon's Percy's Adventure. See 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GGnuxFX_N0 
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 Let’s all roll up our Baroque sleeves now, and plan to contribute something to the Bach 
Marathon on March 26.  If you feel up to sharing of your time and talents for yet another 
event, book a spot for the Members and Students Recital on June 4.  
 

                               Brad 
 

Twelfth Night Party 
Barrett's Privateers by David Rankine 

 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LZ_eU3Yh1kgSe0XBYY6_oLZZI10zE8Cu/view?usp=sharing 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A Different View  
of Dudley Buck: 

 
The opening of his Grand 

Sonata, Op. 22 (first of two 
organ sonatas), © 1866. 

 
The whole sonata can bee 

seen at  

https://imslp.org/wiki/Grand_Sonata%2C_Op.22_(Buck%2C_Dudley) 
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From the Editors 
 

Dudley Buck, John Stainer and how we remember our predecessors 
 

The front page of this issue features the first page of Dudley Buck's anthem Hark! Hark! My 
Soul, with his portrait. My late friend Randall Marsh, whom a few of our readers will 
remember as a popular voice teacher at Queen's, was for several years the bass section 
leader at a large Baptist church in Toronto. The music director there had, for some reason, 
a great fondness for Buck's music, and featured it regularly on his music lists. 
 

To be honest, Buck's music then seemed very dated, not to say out-dated. His anthems are 
harmonically simple to an extreme, and his melodies seem very predictable, and although 
the anthems often turn up in older choir libraries, I think they are rarely performed now. 
Even in our student years Randall and I would meet after our respective choir rehearsals, 
and he'd say something to the effect of "Three more Budley Duck things tonight. He seems 
to have a bottomless stack of them. I need a drink!" 
 

Sir John Stainer, composer of The Crucifixion and a good deal else, had a similar 
reputation when I was a student in the 50's. In words from one of The Crucifixion's 
congregational hymns, Stainer was "Scorned and forsaken, derided and curst", and what's 
worse for a composer, he was rarely performed. Unlike Buck, however, a resurgence was 
pending even then. The critical year for Stainer was 1962, 61 years after he died. In 1962, 
more or less concurrent with the widespread adoption of the stereo format for vinyl LP's, 
several British choirs, notably the first one, issued Stainer LP's: 
 

  The Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge, under George Guest 
  The Leeds Philharmonic Choir under Herbert Bardgett 
  The Whitehall Choir under Clifton Helliwell  
 

Naturally those recordings would have been linked with live performances, and the process 
continued both in the UK and in the US. The Discog website lists 29 current recordings, of 
other music as well as of The Crucifixion, and even musical snobs like your editors have 
used, and been proud to use Stainer's anthems, especially The Crucifixion's finest moment, 
the motet God so loved the world, but also accompanied anthems like How beautiful upon 
the mountains or O Clap your hands.   
 

The resurgence of Stainer's music was matched and outdone thirty years later when the 
appearance of The Choral Public Domain Library (CPDL) and later the International Music 
Score Library Project (IMSLP) enabled Dudley Buck's music to overcome the vicissitudes 
of time and public taste. Some of us feel almost sure that there is a difference, which lies in 
the quality of each composer's work—I for one really think that Stainer's music is much 
better than Buck's—but this must come with a caveat. Some of the same people who 
scorned Stainer in 1960 respect him in 2022. The music hasn't changed, but their 
perception of it, and their musical expectations, have. This is undoubtedly happening again 
for some composer, perhaps even for Dudley Buck. 
 

However there's another aspect to the profession's view of these men, and so many others 
including a great many women. Very few of them were composers only, or even primarily. 
There has always been plenty of information about historic figures. But before the internet, 
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it was locked away—comparatively speaking—in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, or the many hundreds of more specialized volumes which fill university music 
libraries. Now it takes a mere moment for Google to produce information like what follows. 
 

Sir John Stainer (1840 – 1901) currently has 18 anthems available on CPDL and 21 on 
IMSLP, including several editions of The Crucifixion. As well as training his choir at St. 
Paul's Cathedral to a standard which is still admired, he was Professor of Music at 
Oxford. There, to quote from Wikipedia, 
 

He conducted pioneering research into early music, notably the output of 
of Netherlandish Renaissance composer Guillaume Dufay, then scarcely 
known even among experts. He also contributed a small treatise, Harmony, 
and another, Composition, to the famous series of Novello musical primers. 
For budding organists he wrote a primer called, simply, The Organ, which 
continues to have a following . . . 

 

The widespread research into early music which has so enriched us in the 21st century 
had some of its roots in his Stainer's academic work and that of his students. 
 

Prof. Dudley Buck (1839 – 1909), whatever one feels about his compositions, has a 
full page, 67 titles at IMSLP, and 37 titles on CPDL. But he did many things besides 
composing. His Wikipedia article, much shorter than Stainer's, still describes the life of 
a truly serious musician. At the age of 19, in 1858, he went for four years to study at the 
Leipzig Conservatory, as well as in Dresden and Paris. 
 

After returning to New York he moved, in 1871, to Boston. The anthem quoted on our 
first page was written during that year, as part of his Op. 53, but much more happened 
in his career. He was assistant conductor to Theodore Thomas' orchestra in New York 
(Thomas later served briefly as conductor of the New York Philharmonic, and later still 
founded the Chicago Symphony). He held church positions in Hartford, Chicago, 
Boston and New York, and he taught. Teaching included full academic rank at Boston 
University, as our selections from his book indicate (see page 6), but also and always, 
private students. Several of the latter, like Harry Rowe Shelley, achieved international 
reputations. 

 

The novelist Anthony Trollope wrote that 
 

     Fame is a skittish jade, 
     More fickle even than 
     Fortune, and apt to shy, and 
     Bolt, and plunge away on 
     Very trifling  causes. 
 

Nowhere is this more true than for the changing generations of composers. It's worth 
thinking about it: who will be the next to fade out of sight? And who will enjoy the next, 
perhaps transitory, return to fame? Figure this out, and you can be the one to lead the 
trend! 
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 Elizabeth Mitchell 

 
 
Reserve the dates!  The 53rd session of the Summer Institute of Church Music will be held 
July 3-7, 2022.  After two summers of a “virtual” SICM, final preparations are under way for 
the return to a live, in-person gathering at Whitby this summer. 
 
Church musicians, clergy and congregations have faced challenging times over the last two 
years.  SICM 2022 offers “Lifelines for the Storm”.  Theme sessions will provide 
inspiration, ideas, and a chance to share experiences on a variety of concerns: -- 

Sharing Our Stories – Where are you now? 
Serving Our Songs – The medium is the multitude 
Surviving Our Service – Time management for busy church musicians 
Shaping Our Sounds – Microphones, Mixers, MIDI & Microprocessors: a tech primer 
Surviving Our Seasons – Health and self-care amid uncertainty 
 

Faculty are ready to present choral and organ sessions full of great music and practical 
help.  The Osborne Organ Competition is the chance to see and hear some of Canada’s 
finest young organists.  Chapel services begin each day with a time for reflection.  The 
SICM Chorale offers area choristers a great opportunity to participate in evening rehearsals 
from Sunday to Wednesday under the direction of an expert conductor, and then 
participate in the Gala Organ and Choral Concert on Thursday evening. 
 
Sarah Svendsen ( https://sarahsvendsen.com/ ) will be the organ clinician at Whitby.  
RCCO Kingston Centre members may have heard her in recital at St. George’s Cathedral 
in February 2019.  Choral conductor and composer Rupert Lang 
(https://cypresschoral.com/composers/rupert-lang/ ) is coming from Vancouver to be the 
choral clinician.  Rev. Kristine O'Brien ( https://crieffhills.com/about/meet-the-director/ ) will 
be the Chaplain.   
 
The online SICM sessions during the last two summers attracted participants from coast to 
coast, and demonstrated the need to continue with an online option for those who, because 
of distance or time constraints, are not able to attend in person.  However, in 2021, four full 
days of Zooming from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. proved to be a bit too much screen time, so this 
year, online registrants will pay a reduced fee to participate in all the theme sessions, the 
organ competition, organ and choral master classes, and the Gala Organ/Choral Concert. 
 
And exciting news!  SICM is expanding to a western campus this year, with in-person 
choral and organ/piano sessions in Edmonton.  Theme sessions will be shared with the 
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eastern campus in Whitby.  So if you are planning to travel this summer, you can enjoy 
some western hospitality by registering for SICM in Edmonton. 
 
How much will this cost?  There are five registration packages this year: - 

Package 1 - Full Registration – East (Whitby) - $795 for all sessions, accommodation, 
meals, music scores, free parking 
Package 2 - Full Registration (non-resident) – East (Whitby) - $450 for all sessions, 
lunch and dinner, music scores, free parking 
Package 3 – Full Registration – West (Edmonton) - $450 for all sessions, lunch and 
dinner, music scores, free parking.  Accommodation available at The King’s University.  
Package 4 – Online Program (via Zoom) - $300 for theme presentations, organ and 
choral master classes, organ competition, gala concert.  
Package 5 – Evening Chorister Program – Onsite East and West - $100 for four 
rehearsals, dress rehearsal and gala concert, Sunday dinner, music scores.  
 

Check the Summer Institute of Church Music website in mid- March ( http://sicm.ca/ ) for 
detailed information about sessions, faculty and registration.  We hope to see you at SICM 
2022 in July. 
 
 
Submitted by Elizabeth Mitchell, 
Secretary, 
Summer Institute of Church Music 

  
 

 
Illustration from Dudley Buck, The Influence of the Organ in History 

All that effort to blow ten pipes! 
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Dudley Buck,  
John Stainer,          

and how a musician may present different  
faces to later times—as well as to his own. 

 

David Cameron 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DUDLEY BUCK.                                        Sir JOHN STAINER 
    PROFESSOR AND LECTURER OF THE DEPARTMENT.             Organist, St. Paul's Cathedral, London                                              
                  Music Department, Boston University                                         Professor of Music, Oxford University 

The "From the Editors" section on page 4 contains a detailed introduction to the two 
musicians pictured above. Both have been known in later years primarily as composers, but each of 
them had careers in academia and in  various forms of live performance. History regards John 
Stainer as one of the most successful organists of St. Paul's Cathedral in London. His career had its 
beginning at the cathedral at the age of ten under John Goss, and he succeeded Goss as Organist in 
1872. In the intervening time he had served among others, Magdalen College, Oxford, as chapel 
organist. After he retired from St. Paul's in 1888 he returned officially to Oxford as Professor of 
Music, where he took the lead in early musicological revival of Renaissance music. He also edited a 
great many 18th-century pieces for Novello. Altogether his was a very well-rounded career, which 
led to his knighthood bestowed by Queen Victoria in 1888. When his music was seriously out of 
fashion in the 1960's and 70's, no one should have doubted his important role in the music of his 
times. They did, of course, and jokes about Stainer's Crucifixion being "a good idea" kept a good 
many of the author's contemporaries from giving an honest appraisal to his music. Fortunately, as 
described above, that perception of Stainer has changed steadily through the latter part of the 
twentieth century. 

At least for the present writer, it is very difficult to decide whether or not the same applies to Dudley 
Buck. Performances of his music, always rare in your editor's experience, have in recent decades 
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seemed non-existent. They are certainly infrequent. Buck is represented by a long page of titles on 
CPDL, but the greater majority of them are the work of one editor, an editor with a very large 
footprint who is probably concerned with historical completeness. On IMSLP, Buck's very 
substantial representation is in reproductions of original nineteenth-century editions. Do these 
postings correspond to an upsurge in performances? Perhaps so. Perhaps someone can give us 
further information. His discography in the age of the 78 RPM disk comprises 33 items, but there are 
none after the arrival of the LP. 

However, if history seems to be discarding Buck's compositions, as a writer and teacher he deserves 
to stand tall. One item on IMSLP, his 1880 book on Choral Accompaniment, contains many pages 
of valuable suggestions. For music from the second half of the nineteenth century and the early 
twentieth his advice is thorough, well organized and very valuable. Indeed, his book is full of  
musicianly advice for even wider selections of the repertoire. 

But whatever the present estimate of Buck's merits as a composer, he deserves to be respected for 
his role in musical history, especially American musical history. He contributed significantly to the 
development of American orchestras, he taught many composers and church musicians, and—
serving as the professor and head of the new Boston University Organ Department, he gave the 
dedicatory address, which was later published. Portions of it form the following report, which will 
be continued in the June issue of the Newsletter. 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE 

ORGAN IN HISTORY. 

SECTION I. 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:— 

It having become my duty to deliver this, the inaugural lecture of the organ department attached 
to this institution, I have found myself considerably embarrassed as to choice of subjects. 

The trouble lay in the quantity of material at hand, and not in any lack of it. 

The history of the Organ runs back so far into the centuries, that no matter what point one might 
select for examination, it can scarcely be brought into the scope of a lecture except in a very 
empty and skeleton form. You will bear with me, then, for the superficial manner in which I shall 
be forced to treat many important points. As many of those present do not propose to make a 
study of the organ, I shall avoid treating of the instrument itself in any technical sense, and 
would offer a few thoughts on the subject THE INFLUENCE OF THE ORGAN IN HISTORY, with a 
glance at the "schools of playing" thus created. The Organ is called the "king of instruments." 
This phrase has been used so often that it has become decidedly well worn and trite. None the 
less, however, is the expression full of significance; and to what an extent (especially in a 
historical sense) is known to but comparatively few persons, among whom I fear far too few 
organists would be found. To bring up some of these neglected facts; to examine them in their 
historical and theoretical bearing, as well as in practice; to thus create a greater love for and 
appreciation of the instrument on the part of its students,--to do this, I say, is, if I apprehend it 
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aright, one of the principal objects which the Boston University has had in view in founding this 
department.  

 (Prof. Buck devotes the remainder of Section 1 to considerations of the term "The King 
of Instruments", of kingship in its political sense, and as a source of power, and ends by 
affirming the appropriateness of the term. Section II gives an overall historical survey 
of the organ's history, and reveals the limitations of the knowledge held by even a 
German-trained American department head. For instance, of the organ of Bach's time 
he writes the following:) 

First, the requirements of music, which found no prototype in the organ of that day.  As the 
instruments were then built, they possessed but little variety of tone, the swelling or diminishing 
of which was an impossibility; nor had the organist any mechanical assistance whatever to 
enable him to vary the combinations of stops. Second, the invention of the harpsichord. This 
instrument, the avant-courier of the piano-forte, to which we have already referred, had already 
become sufficiently popular to make its own peculiar influence felt. This consisted in the power 
of crescendo and diminuendo according to the force exerted by the player, and a light touch 
which offered no impediment to rapid execution, besides certain other effects through its 
characteristic tone impossible upon the organ.  The light touch of the harpsichord, as compared 
with the heavy and fatiguing action of the organs of that day, was necessarily a source of great 
attraction; and the instrument itself, although far from finding a home in every household, as 
the piano has in our time, yet possessed the merit of being portable. 

(Buck's comments on German organs are fair enough, though Bach would not have felt 
the absence of "the swelling or diminishing" of tone as a real deficiency. But Buck's 
remarks about the harpsichord, and about its weight of touch as compared to the organ, 
are simply nonsense. The harpsichord does not possess "the power of crescendo and 
diminuendo according to the force exerted by the player". That's why Cristofori's 
earliest pianos were termed gravicembalo col piano e forte, or “harpsichord that plays 
soft and loud.” And although there must always have been poorly constructed  organs 
with very heavy touch, the touch of many surviving eighteenth-century organs is light 
and even. 

More promisingly, and accurately, in Part III Buck turns to the English organ, starting 
in 1712. In Germany Buxtehude had died only five years earlier, and J. S. Bach was 
twenty-seven. Ed.) 

SECTION III. 

 IN the London "Spectator" of Feb. 8, 1712, is the following announcement:-  

"whereas, Mr. Abraham .Jordan, senior and junior, have, with their own hands, joynery excepted, 
made and erected a very large organ in St. Magnus' church, at the foot of London bridge, 
consisting of four sets of keys, one of which is adapted to the art of emitting the sounds by 
swelling the notes, which was never in any organ before; this instrument will be publicly opened 
on Sunday next, the performance by Mr. John Robinson. The above said Abraham Jordan gives 
notice to all masters and performers, that he will attend every day next week at the said church, 
to accommodate all those gentlemen who shall have a curiosity to hear it."  
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Very little is known of this Mr. Jordan, except that his invention pleased greatly, and was found 
of such practical use, that not only were all new organs in England (virtually from this date) 
furnished with swells, but himself and son found much occupation in adapting and adding their 
invention to the older London organs. The lack of a swell is the weakest point of the great 
majority of German organs.  

Even Dr. Burney, fifty years after swells had become common in England, expresses, in his 
famous work entitled The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands and the United 
Provinces . . .  his great surprise to find them utterly unknown upon the Continent. His remarks 
would hold true at the present day (ed. note, date was 1871) with but little modification, as far 
as Germany is concerned, few instruments outside the larger ones of recent date possessing this 
great improvement.  

The reason of this is to be found, partly in the extremely conservative character of their organ-
builders, almost a national trait, and still more in the fact that but little use would be found for 
a swell organ outside solo playing. With us, nearly the reverse is true, the swell being most 
indispensable in accompanying choirs as here constituted. Notwithstanding this neglect of what 
seems to us an indispensable addition to the instrument, the glory of the invention and 
perfection of the organ justly belongs to Germany.  

Modern organ-building requires the most profound study of the laws both of mechanics and 
acoustics, and the German mind was constitutionally fitted, by a natural depth and thoroughness 
of thought., together with the truly artistic quality of patience, to be successful in solving this 
great problem, the creation of the most complex instrument known.  

France, too, has produced her great organs and organ-builders. If often lacking the sublimity and 
solidity of tone characteristic of many of the famous German organs, they interest (particularly 
the American taste) by a greater variety of the so-called" fancy," or solo stops. This difference, 
too, has grown out of the nature of the duties demanded of the organ and the organist in the 
service of the Roman Catholic church, (Duck appears to have been an Ep[iscopalian. ed.) and it 
is these differences of usage which in process of time, combining with further differences of 
national taste, led to that varied style and treatment which we denominate "Schools of Playing." 
We divide these schools into the German, French, and English. 

(In the next Newsletter we will continue 
with Dudley Buck's "Schools of Playing". 
The following illustration is one of many 
from Buck's book. It evidently shows an 
early approach to chamber music, and 

reaffirms the quality of kingship as 
discussed in Buck's Part I) 
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Fran Harkness  (613) 549-7125   harknessfran@gmail.com 
   

 
 

For more information: 
To reserve a time, for yourself or your students: 

  
St. James' Anglican Church, Union St. 
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Coming Events:  
RCCO Kingston in the Spring. 

 

THE GREAT BACH MARATHON (see previous page) 
St. James' Anglican Church, 

Saturday, March 26, 1:00 to 4:00 pm 
 
 

 
  The Crucifixion      

    Sir John Stainer 

       St. George's Cathedral 
                 Palm Sunday (10 April), at 4:00 pm 
 

This performance of The Crucifixion is for MASSED  CHOIRS.  
SATURDAY REHEARSALS begin March 19. 

For further information email Brad Barbeau at music@stgeorgescathedral.ca 
 

And Evensong returns to St. George's 
 

  13 March, Lent 2           27 March, Lent 4 
 

Setting: Stanford in B flat    Setting: Batten Fourth 
Anthem: God so loved the world, Stainer  Anthem: Thou knowest, Lord, Purcell 
Responses: William Smith of Durham  Responses: Ferial 
Psalms: 8, 84      Psalms: 19, 46 

 

 
The 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the KINGSTON CENTRE RCCO, 
begins with the 

MEMBERS' and SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS' CONCERT 
SATURDAY, 4 JUNE, 2:30 pm. Location TBA 

A short business meeting, and a chance to discuss future events, will follow the 
concert; but these meetings are always social occasions as well, and there will be a live, 

in-person recital. Choose your repertoire and start practising now! 
  

 

Directed by Brad Barbeau 
    With  Matthew Larkin, organ 
  Nick Savage, tenor 
  Michael Carty, baritone 
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The Newsletter 
 

The Kingston Centre Newsletter is edited by Fran Harkness and David Cameron, 34-100 Medley 
Court, Kingston, Ontario, K7K 6X2.  They may be reached by telephone:  613-549-7125,  or by e-mail 
at either address:  charles.david.cameron@gmail.com or harknessfran@gmail.com. The Newsletter 
is published four times a year, in September, December, March and June, and the digital version is 
sent free of charge to all members of the Kingston Centre of the RCCO and to current scholarship 
holders.  Black-and-white hard copy will be sent on request to others on payment of an annual 
subscription of $10.00, sent to the Centre Treasurer, Fran Harkness, 34-100 Medley Court, Kingston, 
ON K7K 6X2.  Cheques should be made payable to RCCO Kingston Centre. 

Deadline for all submissions to the June, 2021 Newsletter: May 31, 2021. 
 

Kingston Centre RCCO Officers 2020-2021 
 

President Brad Mills  tel. 613 812 0871 millham@sympatico.ca 
Chair and Past President Michael Capon  tel. (613) 766-2109  michaelcapon@gmail.com 
Vice-President currently vacant 
Secretary  currently vacant 
 

       Treasurer  Fran Harkness  tel. 613-549-7125  harknessfran@gmail.com 
Membership Convenor  Joan Egnatoff  tel. 613-634-3341  joane@kingston.net   
Scholarship Secretary  Aurora Dokken  tel. 613-546-9868 dokkengallery@gmail.com Student 
Representative  Séamus Kelly 
Newsletter Co-Editors   

David Cameron  tel. 613-549-7125  charles.david.cameron@gmail.com    
Fran Harkness  tel. 613-549-7125  harknessfran@gmail.com 

Publicity  Brad Mills  tel. 613 812 0871millham@sympatico.ca 
 
Website Editor  Jennifer Roche-Brown  tel. 343-363-5316 jenniferroche68@gmail.com 
Professional Concerns  David Cameron  tel. 613-549-7125  charles.david.cameron@gmail.com 
Centre Chaplain  The Reverend Kris Michaelson  tel. 613-572-5650  kdm@kingston.net 
School Liaison   David Rankine  tel. 613-483-4889  david.i.rankine@gmail.com  
Members at Large   

Jeffrey Moellman musicmoell@gmail.com  Murray Rielly   mwrielly@kos.net 
  Charles Walker   cewalker@kingston.net         Gavin Winston   gavin.winston@gmail.com 

 
 

 


